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Moderato

Il'll tell you of a game, And
Now when you learn the show, No

whisper you it's name, If you will promise that you'll never
matter where you go, Just tell the merits of my little

tell, I may as well be frank, In
plan, 'Twill work out like a charm, And
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not the one to thank, I learned the secret from a dame.
it can do no harm, Provided you avoid the married

sel. Now this is my surprise, It's
man. I give one lesson free, It

called the game of eyes, It's something too that every girl should
adVERTISE me, A private class I'm going to orga-

know. It's absolutely new, It's
ize My dear, don't hesitate, In
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known to just a few, It tells you how to captivate a beau
time you'll graduate, Past-mistress of the little game of eyes

Refrain
Voice lento

You may be sure by ways demure You

can secure a beau While glances

wise, Oft win a prize, And saucy eyes, Just
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so or you might feign, a cold disdain
Or else maintain surprise, Where
you aim, Men, all the same fall for the
game of eyes. You eyes